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(U) THIS
PUBLICATION
IS DEDICATED
TO THE VICTIMS
OF TERRORISM
AND TO
THOSE ON THE
FRONT LINES
DEFENDING OUR
NATION AT HOME
AND ABROAD.
(U) DISCLAIMER:
(U) Alliance is a resource to
promote and demonstrate
the activities of the domestic
counterterrorism (CT) community. The National Counterterrorism Center (NCTC)
manages the production of
Alliance in coordination with
the Department of Homeland
Security and the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The
content of this publication
is consistent with analysis
published by and under the
authorities of the respective
agencies. Therefore, it does
not necessarily represent the
official views of, nor have the
endorsement of, NCTC, DHS,
FBI, or the US Government.
For sourcing details, please
contact JCAT@nctc.gov.
(U) This product may contain US persons information
deemed necessary for the
intended recipient to understand or assess the information provided. This information is indicated by the label
USPER and should be handled in accordance with the
recipient’s intelligence oversight and information handling procedures.
(U) Membership in a group
alone is not indicative of violent extremist activity unless the US Government has
specific information to the
contrary that the individual is
engaged in violent activities
or their actions are specifically endorsed by the violent
extremist group.
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To the Counterterrorism (CT) Community:

L
(U)

ike many of you, the tragedies of September 11th changed the course of my
life. It served as a call to action to protect our families, our friends, and our
fellow citizens. Many of us answered that call, and as I reflect on that day
in September 2001, I am incredibly proud of what our country has built to
prevent another such tragedy.

(U//FOUO) The terrorism threat has evolved over the past two decades; however, our
mission has not. Al-Qa‘ida is more diffuse; new threat actors like the Islamic State in
Iraq and Syria have emerged on the global scene; individuals inspired to violence in
the West are more mobilized; and the threat posed by other longstanding concerns,
whether from Iran and its proxies or domestic violent extremists, remains acute.

DIRECTOR

CHRISTY
ABIZAID

(U//FOUO) During the past 20 years, the CT community has emerged stronger and
more sophisticated with each iteration of the threat, disrupting attacks, relentlessly
pursuing terrorist networks and their leaders worldwide, and increasing our defenses
at home. The United States’ CT effort is unlike any other, and our success depends
on the broadest participation—of our international partners; our state, local,
and tribal leaders and law enforcement officials; our border and points-of-entry
professionals; and our military, intelligence, and law enforcement colleagues
stationed all over the world. Even as the US Government rightly widens its focus to
other challenges, whether Great Power Competition, cyber threats, or otherwise—our
CT enterprise remains vigilant and steadfast in our duty to keep this country safe.
(U//FOUO) Thank you for the sacrifices you and your families have made and
continue to make to protect our country. I am honored and privileged to serve as
the Director of the National Counterterrorism Center and work among the dedicated
professionals of this esteemed community.

Respectfully,
Christy

NATIONAL
COUNTERTERRORISM
CENTER
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(U) On the morning of September 11, 2001, 19 al-Qa‘ida operatives hijacked four commercial
airplanes and flew two of them into the towers of the World Trade Center and one of them into the
Pentagon. The fourth plane—probably intended to target the White House or US Capitol—crashed
into a field outside Shanksville, Pennsylvania, after the passengers attempted to retake the plane.
The terrorist attack was the deadliest on US soil, claiming almost 3,000 lives on the day of the
attack, and 20 years later, tens of thousands of first responders and survivors continue to suffer
from long-term health effects.

(U)

TIMELINE OF THE
2001

1996
(U) MID-1996: Al-Qa‘ida operatives

present Usama Bin Ladin, who
is in Tora Bora, Afghanistan,
with attack ideas, including an
operation involving training pilots
to crash planes into buildings in
the United States.

1999
(U) MARCH OR APRIL: Bin Ladin

approves the “planes operation”
and, later in the year, holds
a series of meetings with his
senior advisers and selects the
White House, the US Capitol, the
Pentagon, and the World Trade
Center as priority targets.

(U) NOVEMBER OR DECEMBER:

Four terrorist associates—
commonly referred to as the
Hamburg cell—leave Germany
together to travel to Afghanistan
to train. They meet Bin Ladin,
who recruits them as suicide
operatives and pilots for the
planes operation; one member
of the cell, Mohammad Atta, is
chosen as the tactical leader.

2000
(U) 15 JANUARY: The first

two operatives arrive in the
United States.

9/11 ATTACKS

(U) DECEMBER: The three

pilots receive commercial pilot
licenses and begin training on
large jet simulators; a fourth
pilot—recruited to replace the
cell member who was denied a US
visa—arrives in the United States.

(U) MID-2000–APRIL 2001: Bin Ladin

chooses other hijackers and
sends them for training and to film
martyrdom videos.

(U) AUGUST: The three cell members,

now pilots, obtain single-engine
private plane licenses.

(U) JANUARY-MARCH: The fourth
pilot takes pilot training courses
in Phoenix.

(U) JANUARY: Atta travels to
Germany for a meeting to pass
on operational updates. In July,
he travels to Spain for another
operational meeting.
(U) LATE MAY–MID-AUGUST: The
original three pilots take cross
country surveillance flights.

(U) APRIL 23–JUNE 29: Eleven of

the hijackers responsible for
taking control of the planes travel
from various locations to the
United States.

(U) MID-2000: Bin Ladin cancels

an East Asia aviation plot that
involved hijacking and destroying
US commercial planes flying
Pacific routes across East Asia,
indicating it would be too difficult
to coordinate with a US attack.
(U) 29 MAY 29–3 JULY : Three cell

members arrive separately in
the United States and begin pilot
training at two separate flight
schools in Florida; the fourth cell
member applies for a US visa and
is rejected.

(U) 11 SEPTEMBER:
(U) 8:14 a.m. American Airlines Flight 11 from Boston to Los Angeles is hijacked.
(U) 8:42-8:46 a.m. United Airlines Flight 175 from Boston to Los Angeles is hijacked.
(U) 8:46 a.m. American Flight 11 crashes into the North Tower of the World Trade

Center in New York City.

(U) 8:51-8:54 a.m. American Airlines Flight 77 from Washington, D.C., to
Los Angeles is hijacked.
(U) 9:03 a.m. United Flight 175 crashes into the South Tower of the World

Trade Center.

(U) 9:28 a.m. United Flight 93 from Newark, New Jersey, to San Francisco

is hijacked.

(U) 9:37 a.m. American Airlines Flight 77 crashes into the Pentagon.
(U) 10:03 a.m. United Flight 93 crashes into an empty field in Shanksville,
Pennsylvania, after passengers fight back against the hijackers.

(U) AUGUST–EARLY SEPTEMBER:

Atta passes al-Qa‘ida the date
for the attacks using a riddle.
The operatives purchase flight
tickets, return excess money to an
al-Qa‘ida financier in the UAE, and
assemble their hijacking teams
near the departure cities.

(U) 7-9 SEPTEMBER: Atta, still
coordinating hijacking teams, flies
from Fort Lauderdale to Baltimore,
most likely to meet with the
American Airlines Flight 77 team,
and then flies to Boston.

(U) This assessment was prepared by the National Counterterrorism
Center and is derived from the “National Commission on Terrorist Attacks
Upon the United States (9/11 Commission) Report,” published in 2004.
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NEW YORK
Perspective
(U) AN

NYPD
TRANSFORMED
BY

TRAGEDY
(U) Among the 2,977 lives taken on
9/11 were 343 Fire Department of the
City of New York firefighters, 37 Port
Authority Police Department (PAPD)
police officers, and 23 New York City
Police Department police officers. In
the two decades that have passed, it
is difficult to find a single part of the
NYPD that was left unchanged. The
resilience of those who grieved and
coped with the loss of coworkers,
family, and childhood friends
while spending weeks and months
protecting and working at the site of
their final moments is still palpable
in today’s NYPD—a law enforcement
organization that continues to learn,
grow, and, tragically, still suffer
from the attacks. As of this year,
110,198 survivors and first responders
have been registered in the World
Trade Center Health Program, which
monitors and treats those at risk
and battling diagnosed 9/11-related
illnesses. At least 252 FDNY
firefighters, 11 PAPD officers, and
275 NYPD members of service have
died from cancers, cardiovascular
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disease, and other illnesses as a
direct result of their selfless service
on that dark day and in the many
that followed.
(U) The youngest of this year’s
NYPD recruits and cadets were not
even alive on September 11, 2001.
It is therefore all the more vital that
they come to personally understand
that day’s horror and heroism from
the 4,297 remaining members of
the department who worked at the
NYPD during the attacks. These men
and women are identifiable by the
“WTC” memorial bar worn on their
uniform—a simple acknowledgment
of that devotion to duty. With the
20th anniversary of 9/11, we honor
the legacy of those who were lost
with recollections from those who
served during the initial response
and recovery, and we reflect on the
unprecedented effort undertaken to
protect the city in the two challenging
decades that followed.

(U) A REIMAGINED NYPD
(U) Even as the rescue and

recovery effort at Ground Zero
was ongoing, the NYPD, under
the leadership of Commissioner
Ray Kelly, began to design within
the nation’s largest municipal
police force an intelligence-led,
counterterrorism-focused capability
that leveraged its specialized
understanding of the local threat
environment. The immediate
transformation within the department
was equal parts evolution and
creation. Commissioner Kelly
appointed David Cohen as the NYPD
Deputy Commissioner of Intelligence;
Cohen had recently retired from
more than 30 years at the Central
Intelligence Agency, serving in senior
positions in both its Directorate of
Intelligence and its Directorate of
Operations. Deputy Commissioner
Cohen fundamentally transformed the

ON 9/11

Photo: NYPD

NYPD’s Intelligence Bureau—which
until that time had largely focused
on protecting local officials and
foreign dignitaries—into an entirely
unique, counterterrorism-focused
agency-within-an-agency that could
anticipate, identify, and mitigate threats
wherever and whatever the origin.
The bureau was reoriented toward
intelligence-gathering and bolstered
with new investigative resources.
(U) Commissioner Kelly also created
the Counterterrorism Bureau (CTB) to
complement the Intelligence Bureau’s
ability to independently investigate
and mitigate terrorism threats. The
bureau would focus on hardening
the myriad high-profile locations,
critical infrastructure, and other
sensitive targets in and around the city
as well as training, equipping, and
responding to events ranging from a
chemical or biological weapons attack
to a radioactive dispersal device to a
complex, coordinated active-shooter

event taking place in the city. One of
the most recognizable units of CTB is
the Critical Response Command (CRC),
a unit of more than 500 specially
trained officers that surges to key sites,
iconic landmarks, and mass events
throughout the five boroughs, guided
every day by the most up-to-date threat
intelligence. These two bureaus, some
1,000 men and women strong, formed
the twin pillars of a counterterrorism
strategy that would ably equip
the NYPD to meet the threats that
confronted the city in the first two
decades of the new millennium.

(U) STRENGTH THROUGH DIVERSITY
(U) One of the earliest and

best-served lessons that the NYPD
learned was how to leverage the
untapped resources that already
existed throughout the department.
Key among them were officers
from more than 160 countries
who spoke 168 languages. In the
post-9/11 environment of growing

UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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transnational terrorism threats,
diversity became a defining strength.
Recognizing the urgent need to
build subject matter expertise, the
Intelligence and Counterterrorism
Bureau recruited officers and analysts
with critical language skillsets,
overseas regional experiences, and
backgrounds in international affairs.
The teamed-up civilian analysts and
uniformed investigators were charged
with bringing their vastly different
backgrounds, perspectives, and skills
together to counter the terrorism
threat. It has proved a formidable and
enduring model.
(U) The second key insight the
department had was that no one
knows the streets of New York City
better than the officers who patrol
them. The eyes and ears of roughly
36,000 officers, whether working
in uniform, plainclothes, or in a
specialized undercover capacity,
provided unparalleled domain
knowledge and insight, which have
become invaluable as the terrorism
threat has shifted from external
adversaries to homegrown violent
extremists. Conventional policing
tactics and techniques—ranging from
investigative experience with complex
narcotics cases to covert work in
plainclothes street crime and anti-crime
units to comfortable familiarity
talking to, recruiting, and running
sources—formed the backbone of the
human-intelligence-based work that
the Intelligence Bureau soon became
defined by.
(U) The Field Intelligence Officer
(FIO) program, composed of
uniformed members of service
serving in the city’s 77 precincts,
housing police service areas, transit
boroughs, and other specialty locations
throughout New York City, is a key
example of this approach. FIOs track
down hundreds of illegal guns each
year, develop leads online, and debrief

(U)

FDNY:

REMEMBRANCE
& REFLECTION
(U) “I left the house on a Tuesday
and didn’t come back until that Saturday.
I was a Fire Marshal working as a
fire investigator in the Bronx. The first
indication that things were as bad as it
seemed … we got a FAX listing members
we thought were unaccounted for at
the time. One of the members in our
command realized that his brother was
on it. That’s when it instantly became
intensely personal.
(U) “Chief Joe Pfeifer took the loss
of his brother Kevin on September
11th to chart a new path forward with
the creation of the FDNY’s Center for
Terrorism and Disaster Preparedness
in 2004. As it developed, there was an
awareness and a reckoning that the fire
service should have a role in risk analysis
and threat assessment.
(U) “Whenever there is any connection
to 9/11 and we lose a member of the
FDNY family, it is a line-of-duty funeral,
recognizing the sacrifice they made
on that day, no matter how many years
later. In the immediate aftermath of 9/11,
our pipes and drums were taken offline
during that time and had to come up
with an action plan for how they would
be able to attend and lend dignity to so
many funerals at one time. It drove our
department to develop a full ceremonial
unit that lends support throughout the
entire grieving process for the company
and the family that lost a member. I
don’t think we would have ever really
considered this, were it not for the
impact of 9/11. The highest compliment
we can pay them is to never stop
trying to make things better, to be more
prepared, to never take our efforts for
granted, and to look at our work in this
field as an unfinished painting.”

—Thomas J. Currao, FDNY Assistant
Chief of Counterterrorism &
Emergency Preparedness

REFLECTIONS ON 9/11
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NEW YORK Perspective

REFLECTIONS

ON 9/11
(U) UNPRECEDENTED HEROISM

individuals who may have valuable
information about terrorism-related
or criminal activity. These men and
women provide a mechanism for the
Intelligence Bureau to understand the
crime trends afflicting the city as well
as communicate information related to
terrorism down to the precinct level.

Bureau and Counterterrorism Bureau
disseminate intelligence products
to more than 20,000 public and
private-sector entities, providing them
training, briefings, and a professional
network where they can become
better able to protect themselves and
each other.

(U) BUILDING TRUSTED PARTNERSHIPS

(U) A LEGACY OF VIGILANCE

AND INFORMING THE PUBLIC
(U) The NYPD realized early on
the power of the public to be a force
multiplier and trip wire. By launching
a simple way for members of the
public to call in leads through a
24/7 hotline, the Intelligence Bureau
created an early warning system for
attack planning and preparation. The
post-9/11 “If You See Something, Say
Something” campaign—originally
created by the New York
Metropolitan Transportation Authority
and later licensed by the Department
of Homeland Security for use
nationwide—has become a part of
ordinary life in New York City for
the past 20 years. The Intelligence
Bureau investigates every lead called
in, independently or in coordination
with the Joint Terrorism Task Force,
with an average of 900 processed by
the NYPD every year.
(U) In addition to being informed
by the public, the department takes
seriously its mandate to help inform
the public. Through specially tailored
public-private partnerships like
Operation Nexus, the Intelligence
Bureau engages with private-sector
stakeholders in tactically significant
industries—such as sellers of
potential explosives precursors, and
pyrotechnics or commercial chemical
and infrastructure companies—to
help them better understand how to
detect anomalous activity. Through
the SHIELD program, the Intelligence

8
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(U) The attacks of September

11th were the sum total of a
series of systemic and structural
shortcomings, but perhaps one of
the greatest culprits was the failure
of imagination. As the NYPD and
its partners look to the future, it still
finds itself grappling with threats
from the past that shape the present.
Since 9/11, at least 51 publicly known
plots and attacks have targeted New
York City. These plots have varied
dramatically in terms of complexity,
sophistication, and ideological
drivers—but the goal of inflicting
casualties on the streets of New York
has remained constant.
(U) Despite significant leadership
losses, organizational fracturing, and
territorial degradation, foreign terrorist
groups like al-Qa‘ida and ISIS remain
a persistent challenge, consistently
threatening New York City in extremist
recruitment and tactical training
propaganda distributed through
online channels and encrypted
messaging platforms. While low-tech
attacks involving edged weapons,
vehicle-rammings, and small arms
may seem like the order of the day,
the consistent tactical interest in
improvised explosive devices and
more sophisticated mass-casualty
assaults has not dissipated—as the
failed suicide bombing in the subway
below the Port Authority Bus Terminal
on December 11, 2017, makes clear.
(U) Separate and apart from

these now familiar foreign terrorist
organizations and the homegrown
violent extremists they inspire, is
a bourgeoning domestic violent
extremism problem comprising
racially or ethnically motivated
violent extremists (RMVEs) and
anti-government, anti-authority
violent extremists that add to
the challenges faced by US law
enforcement. In 2019, with a series
of domestic terrorism incidents from

(U) THE POST-9/11 “IF YOU SEE
SOMETHING, SAY SOMETHING”
CAMPAIGN—ORIGINALLY CREATED
BY THE NEW YORK METROPOLITAN
TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY AND
LATER LICENSED BY THE DEPARTMENT
OF HOMELAND SECURITY FOR USE
NATIONWIDE—HAS BECOME A PART
OF ORDINARY LIFE IN NEW YORK CITY
FOR THE PAST 20 YEARS.
Pittsburgh to Poway, Charleston to
Christchurch demanding greater law
enforcement attention and focus, the
NYPD established its own dedicated
RMVE task force, expanding
resources within the department and
collaborating with other agencies to
address this growing threat.
(U) Regardless of the ideological
drivers of the threat, the program that
the NYPD created in the aftermath of
9/11 can address it using the same tools
and techniques. In a post-9/11 world,
the NYPD stands ably equipped to
establish new units, move teams, and
reallocate resources to match the threat
as it shapeshifts. —NYPD

Thomas P. Galati, Chief of Intelligence,
NYPD
(U) “I could just feel the earth move.

The tower comes down. The smoke
just ripped through the buildings. I
was probably somewhere around City
Hall. You could see the smoke and
everything was hazy from the first
tower. But when the second building
went down, it was just this thick smoke
that moved quickly through the whole
canyon of buildings. I jumped inside a
building as it passed and waited there
a few minutes but then ended up going
outside. There were no masks. I had no
face mask, nothing. It was summertime
and it wasn’t even like you had a
handkerchief or anything. I remember
taking in a lot of dust and debris to
the point where my eyes were just filled
with it. I had to just push water into
my eyes. Later that night when I left
the scene, I went right to Our Lady of
Mercy Hospital because I couldn’t see
anymore. My eyes were almost sealed.
I remember that night and weeks after
coughing up stuff I ingested. That night
I didn’t go home, I slept in the precinct.”
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been decapitated if I had not had that
helmet on. Although I was struck with
glass between my shoulder blades and
the glass went in rather deep, it hit no
major artery nor any major organ—in
particular, my lungs. I don’t know why
when some people made a left and
others a right, one made it and the
other didn’t. One of the lessons I have
learned as a result of September 11th is
that we are all connected. Not one of us
suffers without all of us suffering.”

Eddie Maldonado, Lieutenant (Retired),
NYPD
(U) “We entered the South Tower with
a bunch of firemen, and I told the cops
to go down and start evacuating the
mall area. We went down the stairs
to the first sublevel and saw two guys
carrying a woman burned almost
beyond all recognition on a chair. As
we were going to help take her out, a
Port Authority worker yelled ‘Hit the
deck!’ and everybody got down on the
floor. We heard a huge rumbling—like
a jet engine revving up—the sudden
sounds of crashing, and then a huge
push of air. It was so strong it pushed
people into these storefront windows,

and then it was just pure darkness.
In hindsight, this was the building
pancaking and coming down. You
could hear people running full speed
and hitting walls, people moaning
on the floor all over. We got up and
started to look for a way out. As crazy
as it sounds, like light at the end of the
tunnel, there was a glow at the end of
the corridor that we were following,
and it turned out to be the entrance
point to the train station underneath
the World Trade Center.
(U) One of the cops I had been
outside with earlier was down there. I
asked what happened. He said ‘I think
a bomb went off.’ We went toward the
stairway and it was covered in books,
there was a bookstore nearby and the
books were just littering the street. Once
outside, all the smoke was caking up
in my eyes; I couldn’t breathe too well.
I asked an ESU (Emergency Service
Unit) guy if he had anything I could
use to cover my face. He pulled out a
sling, then immediately dropped the
bag and said ‘Run!’ With that, I heard
the rumbling of the second building.
The smoke was like a freight train
coming right behind you.”

Terri Tobin, Chief of Interagency
Operations, NYPD
(U) “I do not understand how

I am here now, but am grateful I
am. I can’t explain why I survived
September 11th—having been blown
a good distance, clearing a concrete
barrier that separated northbound
and southbound traffic, and landing
on a patch of grass outside the World
Financial Center, which, if you
are familiar with the landscape of
Manhattan, is a pretty remarkable
feat. At the direction of First Deputy
Commissioner Joe Dunne, I had put on
a heavy ballistic helmet so that when
the mass of concrete split it in half, I
only had a chunk embedded in my
skull. I fully believe that I would have

Photo: NYPD
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PENTAGON
Perspective
(U) AN INTERVIEW WITH

RANDY
BLAKE

CAREER CT
INTELLIGENCE
OFFICER
(U) Randy Blake has served

35 years in the IC in a variety of
leadership, analytic, and policy
positions focused on CT, including
as a junior analyst and watch
stander at the Naval Criminal
Investigative Service, chief of the
CT analysis team at EUCOM’s
JAC Molesworth, division chief
at DIA, group chief and senior
strategic adviser at NCTC, National
Intelligence Officer at the NIC,
and as Special Assistant for CT to
President Obama at the NSC.

(U) What stands out to you as you look
back on 11 September 2001?
(U) I was already 15 years into my
career as a terrorism analyst on that
chaotic day in the Pentagon, where
I was serving as DIA’s Terrorism
Warning Division Current Intelligence
Chief. Having terrorists fly a plane into
the building and kill 184 unsuspecting
souls was the ultimate mission failure;
one that still haunts and motivates me
to this day. Combine that attack scene
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with the heroes on the flight that
crashed in Shanksville, Pennsylvania,
and the horror in lower Manhattan,
and we were dealing with a death toll
that exceeded Pearl Harbor, striking
directly at the heart of our political
and financial centers of power.
(U) While that day was full of
intense loss and sadness, I also chose
to remember and highlight seemingly
small but powerful acts of humanity
that followed. The morning after, a
woman from our office stopped by
a bagel shop to get a few bagels
to share. When she told them she
worked in the terrorism office at the
Pentagon, they insisted on giving her
two shopping bags full of bagels at
no charge. McDonalds, Burger King,
and some Baptist men’s groups set
up food tents in the south parking
lot and invited the few of us allowed
to work in the Pentagon to join the
rescue and recovery workers for food
24 hours a day.
(U) Flags were everywhere.
Schoolchildren’s hand-drawn
flags filled the Pentagon hallways,
and people hung them on front
doors, mailboxes, and nearly every
freeway overpass on I-395 and
I-95 from the Pentagon to my home
in Stafford, Virginia.
(U) How terrorism has evolved over your

career?
(U) Vladimir Lenin said, “Sometimes
decades pass and nothing happens;
sometimes weeks pass and decades
happen.” To his point, there have been
key terrorism developments during a
just a few weeks in three out of the
past 42 years that have had outsized
implications for the terrorism threat
we face today and our CT approach:
1979, 2001, and 2015.

• (U) 1979: February’s Islamic
Revolution in Iran ended
2,500 years of Persian monarchy
and set the standard for state

sponsorship of terrorism and
expansion of Shia extremism.
November’s two-week takeover
of the Grand Mosque in Mecca,
Saudi Arabia—Islam’s holiest
site—showed what impact
extremism could have on Sunni
Islam. That was a lesson not
lost on a 22-year-old college
student at King Abdul Aziz
University in nearby Jeddah
whose father’s company—Saudi
Binladin Group—was leading a
restoration of the Grand Mosque
at the time. Lessons that he
would apply in Afghanistan years
after the December 1979 Soviet
invasion precipitated the flow of
Arab mujahidin to Afghanistan.
• (U) 2001: The 9/11 attack
precipitated a US-led global
CT coalition effort that would
dominate national security
priorities for nearly two decades
under the mantra that every
day was September 12th. The
implications of the two wars
in Afghanistan and Iraq that
followed are still not settled.
• (U) 2015: ISIS’s November Paris
attacks signaled the group’s
apex. More than a million
migrants flowed into Europe,
and record numbers of foreign
terrorist fighters were in place in
Syria and Iraq. Nearly 7 million
people already numb from years
of living under corrupt regimes
and injustice were living in
ISIS-controlled territory the size
of Virginia under a caliphate
declared a year earlier.
(U) Back to Lenin’s point: 22 years
between 1979 and 2001; 14 years
between 2001 and 2015. Thousands
of attacks and CT successes occurred
in between those weeks and years,
but those were the periods that
shaped the terrorism landscape the
most during my career.

ON 9/11
(U) How do you see terrorism evolving

during the next decade?
(U) Mark Twain said, “History
doesn’t repeat itself, but it often
rhymes.” Terrorism can evolve slowly
or, as we saw in 1979, 2001, and
2015, it can involve a momentous few
weeks, a watershed event or some
combination that changes the way we
approach the threat for a decade or
more. In an era of shifting priorities,
CT partnerships, and risk tolerance,
progress will remain fragile, and agility
and adaptations will be required. Key
variables will include the level of CT
pressure that degrades capabilities,
Homeland defense that mitigates
threats, and effective governance that
reduces operating space.
(U) Rather than crystal-balling which
groups, networks, or types of lone
actors will flourish or flounder, here
are a few high-level strategic thoughts
on the next decade.
(U) Even with all of our tremendous
successes since 9/11, there are more
radicalized individuals over a broader
geographical span today than at any
point in recent history. They represent
a wide array of ideologies that build
on and reinforce themselves through
their own sets of grievances at every
level: individual, local, regional, and
transnational. We have entered an era
of empowered individuals, and there
is no going backward as we deal with
lone actors and small cells as well as
broad-based groups and networks
acting on widely diverse ideological
views that will evolve further.
(U) When I began my career, it
was a bipolar Cold War with multiple
active state sponsors; an array of
nationalist and separatist terror
groups; and Iran’s revolutionary
zeal and its principal export in
Lebanese Hizballah. Yet, I spent the
vast majority of my career dealing
with what was then an emerging
threat—one from global jihadists.
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(U) Insurgencies, conflict, and
instability will continue to serve as
incubators for terrorists to exploit.
Terrorist groups have prioritized safe
haven/operating space in the Near
East, parts of Africa, and in South
and Southeast Asia. That is where
the overwhelming majority of attacks
occur. Not in the West, and not in
the US. A decade ago, a handful of
terrorists had an ongoing presence in
a few African countries. Today nearly
20 groups are operating in countries
whose geographic span could easily
encompass the continental US.
(U) The challenge going forward
will be identifying transnational
threats emanating from local and
regional conflicts where groups are
able to exploit increased operating
space to develop more focused
transnational agendas. It should not
be surprising that Afghanistan’s and
Iraq’s conflicts played outsized roles
for al-Qa‘ida’s and ISIS’s development
of global agendas. Where the
Taliban’s retaking of Afghanistan
fits into Lenin and Twain’s construct
will be determined by second- and
third-order effects on terrorism we
will be dealing with for years to come
in South Asia and beyond.
(U) We entered the pandemic with
the highest numbers of refugees and
internally displaced persons since
World War II. More than 70 million
people—1 percent of the global
population—have been forcibly
displaced today. That is double from
20 years ago and includes vulnerable
populations that terrorist will try to
exploit during the next decade.
(U) I agree with those who say that
we are living in an era dominated
by a technological revolution whose
impact is easily on par with the
Renaissance or the Enlightenment.
While technological advances have
consistently led to CT successes,
the technological advantage held

Photo: DOD

by governments is being challenged
by the ways in which our terrorist
adversaries’ use of technology is
expanding. Generation Z is the
first generation to have grown up
exclusively in the Internet Age
and is increasingly adept at using
technologies, including disruptive
technologies, in a way that can
translate into increased lethality.
(U) Yes, the next decade will
be challenging, but it is worth
remembering that it has now been
20 years since the 9/11 attacks, and
if we learned anything from the
resilience baked into us since then, it
is that terrorism is not an existential
threat to the United States. The scale
of that attack has not been repeated
here in two decades, and we know,
understand, and have the capabilities
to counter our adversaries in a way
that seemed unimaginable on that
Tuesday morning.
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SHANKSVILLE
Perspective
(U) AN INTERVIEW WITH

LOUIS
VEITZ

PENNSYLVANIA
STATE POLICE
(Retired)

(U//FOUO) Tell us about your position with

the Pennsylvania State Police in September 2001 and your role in the response to
the crash of United Airlines Flight 93.
(U//FOUO) On September 11, 2001,
I was assigned to Pennsylvania State
Police Troop A, Greensburg, with the
rank of Corporal, and my primary
function there was as a Collision
Analysis and Reconstruction Specialist.
As a reconstructionist, we dealt daily
with forensic mapping of motor vehicle
collision scenes as well as homicide
and arson scenes from time to time.
(U) When Flight 93 went down in
Shanksville, I was originally directed
to the scene to aid in perimeter
security; however, that assignment
quickly changed to assisting, at first,
Dr. Dennis Dirkmaat with establishing
a grid system over the crash site. Even
that changed very quickly as we were
then assigned to complete a forensic
mapping of the entire crash site to
document forensic evidence found

Photo: Louis Veitz
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by the FBI ERT (Evidence Response
Team). I put together a team of about
a dozen troopers divided into four
teams and then assigned them to map
different areas of the massive site.
In total, we covered approximately
1,250,000 square feet of the area.
(U//FOUO) What do you remember most

about the events of that day and the
subsequent investigation?
(U//FOUO) The first thing that I

remember was the disbelief that
struck us as we learned of the first
plane impacting the North Tower.
Then, when the South Tower was
hit, all thoughts of it possibly being
an accident were obviously gone.
After the Pentagon was hit, we started
hearing radio chatter on our frequency
about a plane down over Shanksville
… Here we go.

(U) IT DID NOT MATTER WHO YOU
WERE, WHAT DEPARTMENT YOU
WORKED FOR, WE ACTED AS ONE.
FOR AN ALL-TOO-BRIEF PERIOD
OF TIME, OUR NATION WAS
TRULY UNITED.

ON 9/11
as one. For an all-too-brief period of
time, our Nation was truly united.
(U//FOUO) What would you tell people

about the crash site and its significance
for those who haven’t visited?
(U//FOUO) After the investigation and

all the follow-up work had been done,
it took me some years to venture back
to the site, and what I found was so

lives fighting terrorism and saving
countless others who were the ultimate
destination of that flight. That field
now serves as the final resting place
for those brave souls—their burial
ground—and should always be treated
with the reverence it deserves.
(U//FOUO) People need to visit the
memorial, the one in Shanksville, as
well as the other two if at all possible.

(U) PEOPLE NEED TO SEE THE STORIES, LISTEN TO THE WORDS,
DIRECT FROM THE PASSENGERS AND CREW, AND UNDERSTAND WHAT
IT TOOK FOR THOSE PEOPLE TO MAKE THE SACRIFICE THAT THEY DID.
different. It took me some time to get
my bearings and truly recognize the
area. What was there before was a
debris-strewn field with charred trees,
a truly overwhelming scene. What
was there when I returned was also
overwhelming, but in the wonder that
had transformed the horrible scene
into an everlasting memorial to those
passengers and crew who gave their

(U) Aside from the obvious sadness
and anger that grabs one at the same
time, and the sheer enormity of
the event, the one thing that really
grabbed me, gave me pause and hope
for humanity and our Nation, was the
way all responding agencies acted
together, as one with one common
goal. Even the local citizens from the
surrounding communities responded
to help and assist our fellow troopers
and local officers bringing food and
water and, in some cases, shelter
and firewood to keep them warm
through the cool September evenings.
It did not matter who you were, what
department you worked for, we acted
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People need to see the stories, listen to
the words direct from the passengers
and crew, and understand what it
took for those people to make the
sacrifice that they did. People need to
understand and always remember who
did this to our Nation and its people.
People need to never forget, never
again get complacent as to allow such
to happen again.

(U//FOUO) How do you think the crash of

Flight 93 has affected nearby communities during the past 20 years?
(U//FOUO) I believe that this tragedy
had the effect of bringing people of all
walks of life to that sacred place and,
in doing so, has had many different
effects on the area and communities.
Obviously the notoriety, desired or not,
has brought travelers from all over the
world to that small town in Somerset
County. Shanksville is definitely “on
the map” now, for better or worse, but
I would think mostly for the better. I
would hope—imagine—that a sort of
tourism has given some an opportunity
for financial gain. Moreover, I would
hope that people see now the beauty
that is in the Pennsylvania hills and
mountains and having met some of
its people, take some of that charm, if
you will, home with them, wherever
they are from.
(U//FOUO) I would also hope that
the people from Shanksville and the
surrounding communities are proud of
what they or their family member did
nearly 20 years ago in and around that
field. Be proud of the way communities
pulled together and supported
everyone working to a completion of
that arduous task. I, for one, will always
be impressed with the kindness that
was shown to our members and the
way we all worked as one.

REFLECTIONS ON 9/11
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(U//FOUO)

leven days after the
September 11th terrorist
attacks, Pennsylvania
Governor Tom Ridge was
appointed as the first Director of the
White House Office of Homeland
Security. As our Nation sought
answers and assurance of our future
security, this Office was charged
with overseeing and coordinating
a comprehensive national strategy
to safeguard the country against
terrorism and respond to any
future attacks.
(U//FOUO) With the passage of
the Homeland Security Act, the US
Department of Homeland Security
(DHS) formally came into being
on 1 March 2003 as 22 unique
Federal departments and agencies
were combined into a unified and
integrated stand-alone Cabinet-level
department to further coordinate
and unify national homeland
security efforts.
(U//FOUO) DHS and its homeland
security mission remain rooted in the

Department of
Homeland Security

commitment and resolve exhibited
by the American people in the wake
of the September 11 attacks. In those
darkest hours, we witnessed true
heroism, self-sacrifice, and unified
resolve against evil. We rallied
together for our common defense,
and we pledged to stand united
against the threats attacking our great
Nation, fellow Americans, and our
way of life.
(U//FOUO) Together, we are
committed to relentless resilience,
striving to prevent future attacks
against the United States and our
allies, responding decisively to
natural and manmade disasters,
and advancing American prosperity
and economic security long into
the future.
(U//FOUO) In the many years
since the September 11 attacks,
the Department has marshaled
this collective vision to face new
and emerging threats against
the Homeland. To do so, we are
instilling a “culture of relentless
resilience” across the United

States to harden security for the
threats on the horizon, withstand
attacks, and rapidly recover. We
are raising security baselines across
the world, addressing systemic
risks, and building redundancies
for critical lifelines that enable
our prosperity and way of life.
Perhaps most importantly, we are
forging partnerships to strengthen
public, private, and international
cooperation and crowd-sourcing
solutions that outpace the intentions
of our adversaries. This requires
the dedication of more than
240,000 employees in jobs that
range from aviation and border
security to drug interdiction, from
chemical facility inspection to
cybersecurity analysis. Our duties
are wide-ranging, but our goal is
clear—keeping America safe.
(U//FOUO) As the complex threat
environment continues to evolve,
the Department will continue to
embody the relentless resilience of the
American people and ensure a safe,
secure, and prosperous Homeland.
—Department of
Homeland Security
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(U//FOUO)

t the State of the Union
address on 28 January
2003, President George W.
Bush declared, “Tonight
I am instructing the leaders of the
FBI, Central Intelligence, Homeland
Security, and the Department of
Defense to develop a Terrorist
Threat Integration Center to merge
and analyze all threat information in
a single location.”
(U) On 1 May 2003, the Terrorist
Threat Integration Center (TTIC)
opened its doors. Prior to the
establishment of TTIC, individual
Federal departments and agencies
(mostly CIA and FBI) provided the
President with their own assessments
of the terrorist threat. With the stand
up of TTIC, information sharing,
watchlisting, and situational awareness
were beginning to be addressed as
US Government–wide activities that
continue to be critical today.
(U) In August 2004, at the
recommendation of the 9/11
Commission, TTIC was incorporated
into the National Counterterrorism
Center (NCTC). Through Executive

National
Counterterrorism
Center

Order 13354 and the Intelligence
Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act,
NCTC was given the responsibilities
for integrating analysis, coordinating
the sharing of information and
situational awareness, and strategic
operational planning in direct support
to the President.
(U) In 2005, NCTC’s mission was
expanded further when the WMD
Commission called for mission
management, and NCTC was
named what is now known as the
National Intelligence Manager for
Counterterrorism. The attempted
bombing of a US airliner on
Christmas Day 2009 led to the most
recent addition to NCTC’s roles and
responsibilities, prioritizing and
thoroughly pursuing the threads of
terrorism threats.
(U) Today, NCTC produces analysis,
maintains the authoritative database
of known and suspected terrorists,
shares information, and conducts

strategic operational planning.
Forty percent of NCTC’s workforce
represents approximately 20 different
departments and agencies—a tribute
to the recognition by the intelligence,
homeland security, and law
enforcement communities of NCTC’s
role in protecting the Nation against
terrorist threats. The Center plays a
vital role in protecting the Homeland
and US interests around the world
from the threat of terrorism.
(U) Throughout the years, the
Center has realized its mandate from
the 9/11 Commission to “break the
older mold of national government
organization[s].” NCTC’s nontraditional
roots have made innovation central to
its approach to fulfilling its mission.
During the past two years, the Center
has integrated new methodologies
and technical solutions to deliver
tailored results to its customers and
partners. As NCTC continues on this
path, its legacy and purpose will be
its ability to innovate and shift its
priorities to meet the challenges of a
changing strategic environment.
—National Counterterrorism
Center
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THE RESPONSE
reshaping
the
mission
(U//FOUO) FBI TRANSFORMATION

FOLLOWING 9/11
(U//FOUO) September 11,

2001, profoundly changed the
FBI. Since the terror attacks on
9/11, the FBI has transformed
itself from an investigative-led
agency to an intelligence-driven,
threat-based national security and
law enforcement organization,
with CT as our highest priority.
During the past 20 years, the FBI’s
focus has changed from reactively
investigating terrorist plots and
attacks after they have occurred, to
more proactively mitigating threats
of violence, including terrorism.
Today, intelligence drives our
investigative strategies, enhances our
understanding of terrorism threats,
and increases our ability to address
and mitigate those threats. Protecting
the US from terorrist attack remains
the #1 priority of the FBI.
(U//FOUO) The threat posed by
terrorism—both international and
domestic—has evolved significantly
during the past 20 years. As the
threats to the United States and
US interests abroad evolve, the
FBI has adapted and confronted
these challenges. To achieve this
transformation, the FBI focused

Federal Bureau
of Investigation

on three main areas: intelligence,
technology, and partnerships.

(U//FOUO) INTELLIGENCE
(U//FOUO) The FBI improved

the way it analyzes and shares
intelligence to drive investigations
to stay ahead of a constantly
changing threat landscape. The FBI
focused on increasing collaboration
by prioritizing the collection and
sharing of intelligence with partners
to develop comprehensive threat
pictures and more nuanced analyses
of threat actors. In 2005, the FBI’s
Directorate of Intelligence was
created, and as part of improving
our intelligence capabilities, the
FBI created Field Intelligence
Groups in all 56 field offices. The
FBI’s intelligence program is now
defined by increased human and
technical collection capabilities and
enhanced analytical capabilities,
state-of-the-art information
technology, and an integrated
structure at FBI Headquarters and
FBI field divisions.

(U//FOUO) TECHNOLOGY

providing the tools to help
understand the intelligence data
collected and how to make the best
use of it. In 2002, the FBI created a
Cyber Division at FBI Headquarters
to address emerging cyber threats.
As terrorism and terrorist ideologies
spread globally through social media
with no concern for boundaries
or borders, the FBI has improved
enhanced capabilities across
all investigative programs and
placed an emphasis on meeting
our adversaries where they are
operating: online. In addition, we
have expanded information sharing
with law enforcement partners
through eGuardian, a single system
for partners to provide, view, and
analyze suspicious activity reporting.

counterparts at all levels of
state, local, tribal, territorial, and
Federal law enforcement, the IC,
foreign partners, and public and
private-sector partners.
(U//FOUO) Following 9/11,
strategic organizational
structures were established at
FBI Headquarters to centralize
management of operations and
ensure information was shared
across all 56 FBI field offices. We
increased the number of Joint
Terrorism Task Forces ( JTTFs)
in the field from fewer than
40 pre-9/11 to more than 200 today.
A National Joint Terrorism Task
Force (NJTTF) was also created
at the Headquarters level to
manage the JTTFs. The NJTTF
synthesizes intelligence across
different FBI field offices and our
law enforcement, military, and IC
partners and provides a venue to
integrate law enforcement and
the IC through shared knowledge
and strategies.
(U//FOUO) Finally, the FBI
has worked to form stronger
partnerships with international
partners across the globe,

particularly with partners in the
Five Eyes countries (Australia,
Canada, Great Britain, and New
Zealand). And, through the FBI’s
Legal Attache program, we continue
to build relationships with law
enforcement and intelligence and
security services around the globe.
(U//FOUO) We are no longer
the same FBI we were before
September 11, 2001, and our
approach to our work is constantly
evolving. As we look back
over the past 20 years, we
remain resolutely focused
on doing the best work
we can to protect the
American people and
uphold the Constitution
of the US.
—Federal Bureau
of Investigation

(U//FOUO) PARTNERSHIPS
(U//FOUO) The past 20 years
have taught us repeatedly how
important our partners are in the
fight against terrorism. We cannot
protect the US from terrorist attack
on our own. The FBI continues
to prioritize partnerships with

(U//FOUO) The FBI’s technology
has been greatly enhanced,
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(U//FOUO)

uring the past 20 years,
US CT programs
have become more
multifaceted, adapting
to a transforming threat
environment by building on
lessons learned, drawing broadly
on whole-of-government
resources, and benefiting
from strong international and
domestic partnerships. As we
continue to strengthen our
ability to prevent and respond
to attacks, particularly in the
Homeland, we remain aware
that defeating a globally
dispersed, diffuse, and evolving
terrorist threat will require
further deepening of the
integration and cooperation
among international and
domestic CT partners.
(U//FOUO) Although groups

such as al-Qa‘ida and ISIS
are intent to pursue external
operations, US and allied CT
operations against terrorist
groups and actors overseas
have reduced terrorists’ ability
to conduct attacks in the
Homeland and against vital
US interests by capturing or
removing key leaders and
operatives, eroding terrorist
group capabilities, and
disrupting plots.

EVOLVING

WHOLE
-of-

GOVERNMENT
APPROACH

OPERATIONS,
PARTNERSHIPS,
and

PREVENTION

• (U//FOUO) The operation in May
2011 that killed Usama Bin Ladin was
the most prominent in a series of CT efforts
that led to the removal of dozens of al-Qa‘ida leaders,
including nearly all of the leaders responsible for
the 9/11 attacks. Coalition and other US-aided allied
operations similarly have been effective at degrading the
capabilities of groups such as ISIS.
• (U//FOUO) US airstrikes in 2014 disrupted a group of
al-Qa‘ida veterans, called the Khorasan Group, that was
planning aviation attacks against the West. The group

18
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had researched and tested
explosives designed to elude
airport security.
(U//FOUO) Agencies across
the US Government have built
and sustained international
partnerships that mutually
strengthen CT efforts.
Information sharing and
coordination with allies have
enabled US law enforcement
to disrupt domestic attacks,
supported efforts to build CT
partners’ capacity abroad, and
helped to deprive terrorists of
funding and support.

• (U//FOUO) In 2018, US
authorities working with
international partners
disrupted a possible aviation
plot against the US, leading
to the arrest of a Kenyan
al-Shabaab operative who
had conducted research for
an attack and attended flight
school in the Philippines.
Cooperation with Kenyan
and Philippine law
enforcement enabled the
operative’s detention and
transfer to the US, where he
was indicted on terrorism
charges in December 2020.

• (U//FOUO) In August 2006,
British authorities, with US
support, disrupted an al-Qa‘ida
cell that was preparing to execute an
attack against multiple flights to the US and
Canada from London that could have killed more than
1,500 people, representing the group’s most ambitious
plot since 9/11.

• (U//FOUO) The Trans-Sahara Counterterrorism Partnership
coordinates US agency efforts aimed at countering
violent extremism in North and West Africa, including
by promoting effective and accountable security and
legal/law enforcement services while helping regional

governments develop resilient institutions capable of
responding to the growing terrorist threat.

• (U//FOUO) Since 2001 the US has established 80 federally
supported state fusion centers to serve as focal points for
receipt, analysis, gathering, and sharing of threat-related
information among state, local, tribal, territorial, federal,
and private-sector partners. These fusion centers foster
sharing of threat-related information and provide
local input to the national risk picture by identifying,
assessing, monitoring, and minimizing vulnerability to
critical infrastructure.

• (U//FOUO) Working with foreign partners and
international organizations to stem terrorist finance,
including by sharing information on companies and
helping partners protect financial systems, has helped
the US keep pace with the evolving modes that terrorist
groups use to fund operations. The US has worked
with more than 40 countries, aided by an expanded UN
sanctions regime, to undermine ISIS’s access and ability
to use its internal revenue streams.
(U//FOUO) Strengthening and developing screening
methods and technology to prevent terrorists from entering
the US or attacking aviation targets has played an integral
role in preventing mass-casualty attacks. Since 9/11,
interagency efforts have worked to transform the aviation
sector’s security, engage with foreign partners to tighten
border-security practices, and adapt our protective measures
to counter terrorist tactics designed to thwart our screening
processes—all while working to minimize the impairment
of civil rights and civil liberties.

(U//FOUO) In part because of successful efforts to prevent
terrorists from entering the US, some terrorist groups
have expanded their strategy to inspiring followers within
US borders to conduct violence. Preventing individuals
from radicalizing and mobilizing to violence requires a
whole-of-society approach to address the combination of
personal, group, community, sociopolitical, and ideological
factors behind radicalization. This approach includes
coordination among public-sector actors, partnerships with
the private sector, and engagement with local communities.

• (U//FOUO) Improvements in our ability to share and
analyze information for identity verification and vetting
have prevented many known or suspected terrorists
from traveling to the US. Carry-on restrictions, enhanced
imaging, and improved air cargo supply chain security
have countered terrorist efforts to exploit perceived
weaknesses—as witnessed in the 2006 aviation plot,
AQAP’s 2009 and 2010 attempts to attack aviation targets,
and the Khorasan Group’s 2014 plot to attack airliners
using explosive electronic tablets.
(U//FOUO) Increasing law enforcement agencies’

abilities to coordinate responses to emerging threats has
played an essential role in our domestic CT successes.
The expansion of partnerships among federal, state, and
local law enforcement services—including through the
creation of information-sharing institutions—has enhanced
relationships and communication, better enabling the
detection, disruption, and response to potential attacks.
• (U//FOUO) In September 2009, a law enforcement and
intelligence effort disrupted a plot by an al-Qa‘ida
operative who had trained in Pakistan to attack the New
York City subway system. Intelligence and federal, state,
and local law enforcement worked through regional Joint
Terrorism Task Forces to thwart the operative and his
associates’ effort to transport explosives to New York,
leading to their arrest and prosecution.

• (U//FOUO) Technology companies established the
Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism (GIFCT) in
2017 to share information related to preventing terrorists
and other violent extremists from exploiting digital
platforms. The GIFCT, which has expanded to include
government, civil society, and academia, fosters sharing
of terrorist and violent extremist content identifiers to
help counter the spread of violent extremism online,
and it hosts working groups on legal, organizational, and
technical topics to help detect and respond to violent
extremist content.
• (U//FOUO) Equipping local community members
with the tools, resources, and knowledge needed to
recognize changes in behavior of individuals who are
possibly mobilizing to violence requires collaboration
among community groups, NGOs, educational
institutions, faith-based organizations, mental and
public health providers, law enforcement, and federal
agencies, all while preserving privacy, civil rights, and
civil liberties. Briefings inform community members of
extremist recruitment tactics, radicalization paths, risk
factors, and potential ways family and community can
interrupt an individual’s radicalization to violence as
well as help raise awareness among community actors
to engage with and provide support services to those
potentially prone to violence.
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(U) FOREIGN TERRORIST–LINKED ATTACKS IN THE US SINCE 9/11
a

(U) The violent extremist threat emanating from individuals linked to foreign terrorist organizations (FTOs) in the

United States has evolved from one defined by complex, large-scale attacks directed by an FTO to mostly relatively
simple, self-initiated attacks inspired by an FTO. Only three attacks in the United States since 9/11 have been
directed by an FTO. Most attacks were conducted by US citizens inspired by ISIS, al-Qa‘ida, or al-Qa‘ida affiliates.
These premeditated and opportunistic attacks are considered terrorist attacks by NCTC, DHS, and/or FBI.b US-based
violent extremists continue to be arrested for plotting attacks.

a

(U) Warning: This product contains US person information that has been deemed necessary for the intended recipient to understand, assess, or act on the

information provided. It has been highlighted in this document with the label USPER and should be handled in accordance with the recipient’s intelligence
oversight and/or information handling procedures. Other US person information has been minimized. Should you require the minimized US person information
please contact the Homeland Security Single Point of Service, Request for Information Office at DHS-SPS-RFI@hq.dhs.gov, DHS-SPS-RFI@dhs.sgov.gov,
DHS-SPS-RFI@dhs.ic.gov, as well as NCTC Legal at NCTC_Legal@nctc.gov and NCTC Civil Liberties and Privacy Office at DNI-CLPT@dni.gov.

b

(U) The IC lacks consensus about whether some incidents constitute a terrorist attack because of differing assessments of attacker motivations. Information in this

graphic is current as of 27 August.
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Timeline
of
FTO-Linked
Attacks
Since
9/11
Accused Attackers and Their Target/Victim
2020
JUNE • NEW YORK
DZENAN CAMOVIC
Law enforcement officers on a city street
0

KILLED

3

INJURED

MAY • CORPUS CHRISTI
ADAM SALIM ALSAHLIUSPER
Servicemembers at a naval air station
0

KILLED

1

INJURED

JANUARY • MARICOPA COUNTY
ISMAIL HAMEDUSPER
Law enforcement officers
responding to a call
0

KILLED

0

KILLED

0

KILLED

0

2019

KILLED

2

Enabled

Edged weapon

Directed

Arson/improvised
incendiary device

First responder, law enforcement,
or military target
Charged and legal proceedings
are ongoing

Blunt object

Died during the attack

Vehicle

0

KILLED

0

3

KILLED

OCTOBER • NEW YORK
SAYFULLO SAIPOVUSPER
Pedestrians on a bike path
JUNE • FLINT
AMOR FTOUHI
Law enforcement officers at an airport
0
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1

INJURED

JANUARY • DENVER
JOSHUA CUMMINGSUSPER
Law enforcement officers on a city street
1

KILLED

0

INJURED

8

INJURED

2018

2

INJURED

INJURED

2

49

2017

0

KILLED

1

INJURED

DECEMBER • NEW YORK
AKAYED ULLAHUSPER
Pedestrians in an underground tunnel
0

KILLED

3

INJURED

0

INJURED

0

KILLED

KILLED

13

INJURED

AUGUST • ROANOKE
WASIL FARAT FAROOQUIUSPER
Individuals at an apartment complex

33 INJURED

KILLED

2

INJURED

JUNE • ORLANDO
OMAR MATEENUSPER
Nightclub patrons

INJURED

JANUARY-FEBRUARY •
ANDERSON COUNTY
WESLEY AYERSUSPER
Passersby on rural roads

KILLED

2016

0

MARCH • PALM BEACH GARDENS
MINORUSPER
Acquaintances
KILLED

12 INJURED

MAY • TAMPA
DEVON ARTHURSUSPER
Roommates and store shoppers

SEPTEMBER • NEW YORK;
SEASIDE PARK AND ELIZABETH
AHMAD KHAN RAHAMIUSPER
Marine Corps charity race, city streets,
arresting law enforcement officers
0

1

KILLED

NOVEMBER • COLUMBUS
ABDUL RAZAK ALI ARTANUSPER
Individuals at Ohio State University

KILLED

0

KILLED

1

INJURED

NOVEMBER • MERCED
FAISAL MOHAMMADUSPER
Individuals at the University of California
Merced campus
KILLED

FEBRUARY • COLUMBUS
MOHAMED BARRYUSPER
Restaurant patrons

53 INJURED

JANUARY • PHILADELPHIA
EDWARD ARCHERUSPER
Law enforcement officers on a city street

0

22

KILLED

8

INJURED

DECEMBER • PENSACOLA
MOHAMMED SAEED AL-SHAMRANI
Servicemembers at a naval air station

INJURED

NOVEMBER • BLOOMINGTON
MAHAD ABDIAZIZ ABDIRAHMANUSPER
Shoppers at the Mall of America
0

IED/explosives

INJURED

JANUARY • SAINT PAUL
TNUZA JAMAL HASSANUSPER
St. Catherine University campus buildings
0

Inspired

MAY • TEMPLE TERRACE
HIBA MOMTAZ ALAZHARIUSPER
Law enforcement officers
responding to a call

MARCH • SAINT GEORGE
MINORUSPER
School
0

Firearm

2017 continued

4

0

KILLED

4

INJURED

2015
DECEMBER • SAN BERNARDINO
SYED RIZWAN FAROOKUSPER
TASHFEEN MALIKUSPER
Coworkers
14

KILLED

22 INJURED

INJURED
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Timeline
of
FTO-Linked
Attacks
Since
9/11
Accused Attackers and Their Target/Victim
Firearm

Inspired

IED/explosives

Enabled

Edged weapon

Directed

2010

Arson/improvised
incendiary device

First responder, law enforcement,
or military target
Charged and legal proceedings
are ongoing

Blunt object

Died during the attack

Vehicle

2015 continued
JULY • CHATTANOOGA
MOHAMMAD YOUSSEF ABDULAZEEZUSPER
Individuals at a Navy Reserve and Marine
Corps recruitment center

JUNE • NEW YORK
FAREED MUMUNIUSPER
Law enforcement officers executing
a search warrant
0

KILLED

1

5

KILLED

0

INJURED

0

INJURED

2014

KILLED

1

KILLED

1

0

INJURED

2013
APRIL • BOSTON/CAMBRIDGE
TAMERLAN TSARNAEVUSPER
DZHOKHAR TSARNAEVUSPER
Marathon spectators, university police,
arresting law enforcement officers
5
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KILLED 550 INJURED

KILLED

0

KILLED

1

KILLED

2

KILLED

0

0

KILLED

0

INJURED

2009

DECEMBER • FLIGHT IN TRANSIT
UMAR FAROUK ABDULMUTALLAB
Northwest Airlines Flight 253 from
Amsterdam to Detroit
0

KILLED

0

INJURED

INJURED

INJURED

MAY-JUNE • LITTLE ROCK
AND NASHVILLE
CARLOS LEON BLEDSOEUSPER
Servicemembers at a US Army
recruiting center; rabbis’ homes
1

KILLED

1

INJURED

0

KILLED

9

0

KILLED

3

INJURED

MAY • NEW YORK
FAISAL SHAHZADUSPER
Times Square
0

13

KILLED

0

INJURED

KILLED

32 INJURED

2006
JULY • SEATTLE
NAVEED AFZAL HAQUSPER
Individuals at a Jewish center

MARCH • CHAPEL HILL
MOHAMMED REZA TAHERI-AZARUSPER
Individuals at University of North
Carolina Chapel Hill

AUGUST • CHICAGO
NOMAN KHANUSPER
First responders, civilians

NOVEMBER • FORT HOOD
NIDAL MALIK HASANUSPER
Servicemembers at a US Army
readiness center

INJURED

INJURED

APRIL-JUNE • SEATTLE
AND WEST ORANGE
ALI MUHAMMAD BROWNUSPER
Individuals in the suburbs of Seattle and
at a traffic intersection in New Jersey
4

OCTOBER-NOVEMBER •
NORTHERN VIRGINIA
YONATHAN MELAKUUSPER
Pentagon, Marine Corps Museum,
military recruitment stations

INJURED

OCTOBER • NEW YORK
ZALE THOMPSONUSPER
Law enforcement officers on a city street

INJURED

SEPTEMBER • MOORE
ALTON NOLENUSPER
Coworkers
1

3

MAY • GARLAND
ELTON SIMPSONUSPER
NADIR HAMID SOOFIUSPER
Attendees and security officers
at an art exhibit
0

DECEMBER • CAÑON CITY
HUDSON TAYLOR CLARKUSPER
Law enforcement officers on a city street
0

KILLED

JUNE • NEW YORK
MUNTHER OMAR SALEHUSPER
IMRAN RABBANIUSPER
Law enforcement officers on a city street

JUNE • BOSTON
USAAMAH ABDULLAH RAHIMUSPER
Law enforcement officers on a city street
0

2012

1

KILLED

5

INJURED

2002

INJURED

2001

JULY • LOS ANGELES
HESHAM MOHAMED ALI HADAYETUSPER
Individuals at Los Angeles
International Airport
2

KILLED

4

INJURED

DECEMBER • FLIGHT IN TRANSIT
RICHARD COLVIN REID
American Airlines Flight 63
from Paris to Miami
0

KILLED

0

INJURED
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(U)

Al-Qa‘ida’s Global
Network Today
T
(U)

wenty years after 9/11, the threat from al-Qa‘ida has evolved from its
9/11 base in Afghanistan and Pakistan to a dispersed network of global
affiliates and supporters. Although al-Qa‘ida’s central leadership has been
greatly weakened and most of its original leaders removed, the group
still seeks to carry out attacks against the United States and US interests abroad,
even as CT pressure, international cooperation, and enhanced security measures
have decreased the network’s ability to do so. Al-Qa‘ida’s five affiliates operate
across Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia: AQAP, AQIM and its Sahel branch
Jama’at Nusrat al-Islam wal-Muslimin (JNIM), al-Shabaab, al-Qa‘ida in the Indian
Subcontinent (AQIS), and Hurras al-Din. The affiliates in Africa and the Middle
East pose the main threat from the organization, primarily by conducting attacks
on US and other Western interests in the regions where they operate, but we are
watching developments in South Asia where al-Qa‘ida aspires for AQIS to make
gains. Collaboration with foreign CT partners will continue to play a critical role
in mitigating al-Qa‘ida’s diverse international threats, and, here in the Homeland,
continued collaboration with state and local partners will be vital to mitigate
threats inspired or directed by the group.
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(U) AL-QA‘IDA PRESENCE
(U//FOUO)

AL-QA‘IDA
SENIOR LEADERS
(U//FOUO) Zawahiri

probably remains
in Afghanistan or
Pakistan while the
probable current
deputy amir and
a few other senior
figures operate
from Iran. Although
al-Qa‘ida’s primary senior leaders were historically based in
South Asia, the last three deputy amirs (killed in 2020, 2017,
and 2015) operated from Iran, Syria, and Yemen, respectively,
reflecting the group’s broader global organization.

(U) AL-QA‘IDA IN

THE LANDS OF THE
ISLAMIC MAGHREB
(AQIM)
(U//FOUO) AQIM
arose from the
Salafist Group for
Preaching and
Combat (GSPC)
in Algeria and
renamed itself
AQIM in 2007 after
pledging allegiance to al-Qa‘ida in 2006. The group’s
presence in North Africa has been degraded by CT pressure,
although it views JNIM as an “integral part of AQIM,” and
JNIM included AQIM leaders in its public pledge to al-Qa‘ida,
suggesting that AQIM provides guidance to JNIM. AQIM
still plots small-scale attacks against security services and
tourist and government sites in Algeria, Libya, and Tunisia, its
traditional area of operations.

(U//FOUO) LEADERSHIP LOSSES PROMPT SHIFT TO

TRANSNATIONAL NETWORK

(U//FOUO) CT pressure has degraded al-Qa‘ida’s

traditional centralized leadership, leaving only
a small group of legacy figures, which has
forced the organization to increasingly embrace
emerging leaders among the affiliates who have
less transregional name recognition and shared
experiences. Many of these emerging leaders have
had less exposure in al-Qa‘ida’s global media and
are often featured in more regionally focused
media. For example, the group’s official global
media outlet, al-Sahab, has not introduced new or
emerging leaders in several years—compared with
a decade ago, when it regularly showcased a range
of senior and rising al-Qa‘ida figures.
• (U//FOUO) Overall amir Ayman al-Zawahiri
probably remains isolated in South Asia and
unable to reliably provide timely guidance,
as demonstrated by his limited media
statements—having appeared in only four
products since early 2020. Zawahiri did not
comment on current events in these releases,
suggesting that they were produced in
advance, and some of the products featured
previously disseminated audio and video.
• (U//FOUO) A small group of al-Qa‘ida leaders
operates from Iran, where they have enjoyed
a relatively permissive environment in recent
years. Sayf al-Adl, a Zawahiri deputy, was
released from Iranian detention in 2015,
and Zawahiri’s son-in-law, Abd al-Rahman
al-Maghrebi, relocated from Afghanistan or
Pakistan and continues to lead al-Qa‘ida’s
official media and coordinate with
regional affiliates.
• (U//FOUO) The rising leadership cadre in the
regional affiliates has mixed transnational name
recognition. The amirs of AQIM and AQAP
were prominent public figures in al-Qa‘ida
affiliate media production prior to ascending
to their roles in 2020 but have not appeared in
official al-Sahab releases. Al-Shabaab’s amir has
increased his media presence since late 2019,
when he appeared in a propaganda video for
the first time since becoming amir in 2014.
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Meanwhile, Hurras al-Din and AQIS leaders rarely
appear in media releases, probably in part to avoid
drawing attention and CT pressure.

(U) HOMELAND INTENT AND REGIONAL THREATS PERSIST
(U//FOUO) Al-Qa‘ida leaders continue to call for
attacks against the Homeland and US interests
abroad—which they perceive to be barriers to the
organization’s long-term goals of toppling regional
governments and establishing strict ideological
rule—and al-Qa‘ida’s affiliates have tried to pursue
operations in line with this guidance. CT pressure
during the past two decades has forced the group to
shift operations against the Homeland and the West
from being centrally managed by senior leaders to
being augmented by, and then largely supplanted by,
the external plotting efforts of the group’s affiliates.
The network’s operational tactics have also evolved,
in part, in response to shifting security safeguards and
have depended more on al-Qa‘ida’s ability to inspire
opportunistic attacks that capitalize on associates with
access to target countries or, in limited cases, to use
technical innovations.

• (U) In February 2020, AQAP claimed responsibility
for the shooting at Naval Air Station Pensacola in
December 2019 in which a Saudi national attending
training there killed three US servicemembers and
wounded eight others. Technical exploitation of the
attacker’s devices revealed encrypted communications
with AQAP after his radicalization in 2015 until the
night before the attack.
• (U) Al-Shabaab has plotted against aviation twice in
the past five years. A Kenyan operative, who had
enrolled in flight training in the Philippines and
researched methods to hijack a commercial airliner,
was arrested in the Philippines on local charges
and subsequently transferred in December 2020 to
the custody of the United States for prosecution.
According to the indictment, the operative was
part of plots directed by al-Shabaab leaders to
target US citizens in the Homeland and overseas. In
February 2016, an al-Shabaab operative on a flight
from Somalia detonated a bomb concealed in a
laptop during takeoff, intending to target Western
intelligence officers onboard. The plane made an
emergency landing, and only the operative was
killed in the blast.

(U) AL-QA‘IDA

IN THE ARABIAN
PENINSULA (AQAP)
(U) AQAP is one of
al-Qa‘ida’s more
capable affiliates,
presenting a
multifaceted threat
to the Homeland
and to US and other
Western interests
abroad. It formed
in 2009 from al-Qa‘ida members and locally focused violent
jihadists. The group has demonstrated intent to facilitate
attacks on the Homeland since it recruited and deployed
a Nigerian national to detonate an explosive device on a
commercial airliner over Detroit on Christmas Day 2009. A
component of AQAP’s operational strategy entails appealing
to English-speaking audiences through messages and
propaganda, most notably through Inspire publications. In
June 2021, AQAP released its first official Inspire product
since 2017—the sixth issue in its Inspire Guide series.

(U) AL-SHABAAB
(U) Al-Shabaab
publicly pledged
allegiance to
al-Qa‘ida in 2012.
It is al-Qa‘ida’s
largest affiliate
and is capable of
conducting attacks
against soft and
hardened targets
in East Africa.
The group prioritizes attacks against US interests, including
US military facilities, and its attacks have killed multiple US
citizens. Although the group predominantly targets locations in
Somalia, it has also conducted mass-casualty attacks in Kenya.
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(U) AL-QA‘IDA PRESENCE
(U) AL-QA‘IDA

IN THE INDIAN
SUBCONTINENT
(AQIS)
(U) AQIS was

announced by
al-Qa‘ida’s leadership
in 2014 to be the
group’s enduring
regional presence in
South Asia, drawing
members from older
regional militant and terrorist groups, and probably aspires
to exploit evolving conditions in Afghanistan. Members of the
group’s network in Bangladesh attacked secular bloggers,
including a dual US-Bangladeshi citizen, with a knife in
2015 and 2016.
(U) JAMA‘AT NUSRAT

AL-ISLAM WALMUSLIMIN (JNIM)

(U) JNIM formed in

March 2017 as a
merger between
AQIM’s Mali-based
cadre and Mali-based
extremist groups
Ansar al-Din, Macina
Liberation Front,
and al-Murabitun.
The group, which is expanding its presence in West Africa,
prioritizes attacks against regional and Western security forces,
conducts kidnap-for-ransom operations, and targets sites
frequented by Westerns. It has conducted attacks in Burkina
Faso, Cote d’Ivoire, Mali, and Niger.

(U//FOUO) Al-Qa‘ida affiliates’ threats to US
interests in Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia
range from plotting against military and diplomatic
targets to attacking public locations frequented by
tourists and pursuing kidnappings. Notably, most of
al-Qa‘ida’s victims in these regions before and after
9/11 have been local citizens.

• (U//FOUO) In January 2020, al-Shabaab
attacked the US-Kenyan base at Manda
Bay Airfield—its first attack on US troops
outside Somalia—killing three Americans
and destroying several aircraft and vehicles.
In January 2019, the group attacked a hotel
in Nairobi, Kenya, killing approximately
20 people—including one American—and
injuring almost 30; the group claimed the
attack was retaliation for Washington’s decision
to move its Embassy in Israel to Jerusalem.
• (U//FOUO) Since its formation in 2017, Jama’at
Nusrat al-Islam wal-Muslimin ( JNIM) has
demonstrated the ability to conduct complex
attacks, primarily targeting French, Malian,
and UN forces in northern Mali as well as
local security forces in rural Burkina Faso
and Niger. The group pursues attacks against
peacekeeping and military forces and routinely
kidnaps and attacks Western tourists.

(U//FOUO) UNEVEN DEVELOPMENT AMONG AFFILIATES
(U//FOUO) Al-Qa‘ida often depends on gains in
one region to offset losses in another to sustain
its reputation and strategic goals. During the past
five years, most of al-Qa‘ida’s Africa-based affiliates
have expanded their reach while the affiliates in
Syria and Yemen have lost territory and personnel.
The network’s weakest presence is in South Asia.

• (U//FOUO) The emergence in 2017 in West
Africa of JNIM—which formed when four local
groups in Mali merged and swore allegiance
to al-Qa‘ida and AQIM—spurred al-Qa‘ida’s
operational expansion in the Sahel, even as
AQIM’s presence in North Africa has been
declining. In East Africa, al-Shabaab has
continued to pursue its aggressive insurgent
campaign against the Somali Government
and local and Western interests in Kenya and
neighboring countries and to explore new
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tactics for attacks, which are enabled by its access
to resources, personnel, and a permissive operating
environment in the region.
• (U//FOUO) Al-Qa‘ida’s presence in Syria has
struggled since the Nusrah Front—once considered
among al-Qa‘ida’s strongest affiliates—broke
from the network and merged with other Syrian
Government opposition groups to form Hay’at
Tahrir al-Sham (HTS) in 2017. Hurras al-Din,
al-Qa‘ida’s remaining affiliate presence there,
has had numerous leadership losses and faced
battlefield pressure from HTS in recent years.
• (U) Regional CT efforts continue to degrade
AQAP—triggering internal spy hunts and possible
leadership fissures often reflected in the group’s
official media—although AQAP continued to plot
some external attacks. Five years ago, AQAP’s
territorial gains in southern Yemen, including
its control of the port city of Al Mukalla and the
country’s largest oil export terminal, bolstered
perceptions of al-Qa‘ida’s global network.
• (U) In 2014, al-Qa‘ida announced that AQIS
would be the network’s enduring presence in
the South Asia. However, AQIS has exhibited
little discernible activity beyond media releases
and has not publicly claimed an operation since
knife attacks in 2015 and 2016 by associates in
Bangladesh and an IED attack in 2015 targeting
Pakistani soldiers. AQIS may seek to increase its
presence in Afghanistan following the United
States’ withdrawal, where some AQIS members
have played a small role in supporting the
Taliban. Al-Qa‘ida praised the Taliban’s return to
power, and the Taliban is unlikely to break ties
to the group. At least initially, AQIS will be better
positioned to conduct attacks against US interests
in the region than in the West.

(U) HURRAS AL-DIN (HD)
(U) Hurras al-Din,
al-Qa‘ida’s affiliate
in Syria, remains
committed to
supporting the
Syrian jihad and
plots operations
against proregime
and Russian forces in
Syria, including attacks
using VBIEDs. The
group maintains access to longtime al-Qa‘ida members, who
could enable the group to pose a threat to US and other Western
interests abroad, but it is in a weakened state because of the
loss of senior leaders and mounting pressure from Hay’at Tahrir
al-Sham in northwestern Syria that has hampered its capability
to conduct operations. Hurras al-Din was announced in 2018 by
al-Qa‘ida loyalists opposed to the decision by Nusrah Front
leaders to break from al-Qa‘ida and create Hay‘at Tahrir al-Sham.

(U) ANSARU
(U//FOUO) In 2019, Ansaru—which aligns itself with al-Qa‘ida’s
global network—probably returned to activity following several
years of dormancy. It has conducted at least one attack and
has weathered Nigerian CT operations since its resurgence.
The group indicated its revival by releasing media published
by the pro–al-Qa‘ida al-Hijrah media outlet. Before its period of
dormancy, Ansaru was responsible for kidnapping and killing at
least three Westerners.

(U) EGYPT
(U//FOUO) Egypt-based al-Qa‘ida–aligned groups’ capabilities
have probably been degraded from CT pressure and an
ISIS-Sinai attack in 2020.
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(U)

Al-Qa‘ida Media Promotes
Anti-US Narratives, Calls for Attacks
(U//FOUO) Al-Qa‘ida’s media apparatus consists of the official media arms of the central leadership and regional

affiliates and is augmented by a growing pool of al-Qa‘ida-supporter media outlets worldwide. Together, these entities
create and disseminate media in multiple languages—including English, French, German, and Spanish—on a variety
of online platforms, reinforcing and extending the reach of al-Qa‘ida’s messaging to Western audiences. Al-Qa‘ida’s
globally-focused messaging primarily discusses the plight of Muslims worldwide; criticizes the West; and calls for
attacks against the United States, Israel, and other perceived enemies. Al-Qa‘ida affiliates and the outlets supporting
the groups frequently tailor narratives to raise grievances specific to local and regional audiences. The affiliates have
coordinated content on some themes—such as criticism of the US Embassy’s move to Jerusalem, the perceived Israeli
persecution of Muslims in the Palestinian territories, and the republication of Prophet Muhammad cartoons in Charlie
Hebdo. Al-Qa‘ida media, especially that by senior leaders and AQAP, periodically has tried to capitalize on US domestic
events, such as the violent breach of the US Capitol on 6 January, probably to appeal to Homeland audiences and
incite violence among potential homegrown violent extremists.

(U) Pro–al-Shabaab website Amiirnuur Online,
28 June 2020

Through mid-2020, pro–al-Shabaab websites
SomaliMeMo, Bogga Calamada, and Amiirnuur Online
published Somali-language articles highlighting violence
and riots in the United States. The articles claim that
the US military is at war with the American people and
portray the US President as unable to stop the unrest.

(U)
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(U//FOUO) Amir Ayman al-Zawahiri in “The
Wound of the Rohingya Is the Wound of the
Ummah” video, 13 March 2021
(U//FOUO) On 13 March 2021, al-Sahab released an
Arabic-language video with English subtitles featuring
what are probably dated images and previously recorded
audio of Zawahiri discussing the Burmese Government’s
treatment of Rohingya Muslims.

(U//FOUO) AQAP’s Inspire Guide, Issue 6,

June 2021

(U) Wolves of Manhattan, April 2021
(U) In April 2021, a pro–al-Qa‘ida media outlet,

(U//FOUO)

al-Malahim Electronic Army, published the second issue
of Wolves of Manhattan magazine, which encourages
readers to violently exploit protests and offers
incentives such as bitcoin rewards for lethal attacks
against Western law enforcement officers.

(U) One Ummah, Issue 5, April 2021

(U) AQAP’s Inspire, Issue 17, August 2017

Since mid-2020, AQAP has been
reemphasizing global and Western issues, probably to
garner support outside the Arabian Peninsula, despite
its dwindling media production capabilities since
2016-17. On 29 June 2021, the group released its
sixth issue of Inspire Guide—glorifying the attacker
of a March 2021 shooting at a supermarket in Boulder,
Colorado—marking the first Inspire product since 2017.

(U) In April 2021, al-Sahab released the fifth issue

of its Arabic-language magazine, One Ummah,
titled “The US is burning.” It features an image of
violence at the US Capitol and an editorial calling the
United States a “sinking ship.” The English-language
translation of the second One Ummah issue, released
in June 2020, criticizes the US response to the
COVID-19 pandemic and celebrates claims of an
economic decline in the United States.

(U) Older editions of Inspire magazine continue to
be regularly shared within violent extremist circles
and are relatively accessible online, including
through encrypted messaging applications and
cloud-sharing websites. Additional historical media
releases—including teachings from deceased
al-Qa‘ida ideologue Anwar al-Aulaqi—still contribute
to the radicalization of Western-based Sunni violent
extremists, including the Orlando nightclub shooter in
2016 and the Boston Marathon bombers in 2013.
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(U)

F

(U//FOUO)

Evolution From Al-Qa‘ida
in Iraq to Global Threat
(U)

At the height of ISIS’s territorial control in Iraq and Syria in 2015,
the group was the wealthiest terrorist organization in history, had
tens of thousands of fighters, and oversaw propaganda and social
media operations that influenced individual violent extremists
around the globe to conduct attacks.
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ounded by Jordanian extremist Abu Musab
al-Zarqawi in 2004, al-Qa‘ida in Iraq (AQI)—
al-Qa‘ida’s first regional affiliate—swiftly
propelled itself to prominence within the
Iraqi insurgency by its use of suicide bombings,
mass-casualty attacks targeting Shia civilians and holy
sites, and grisly execution videos. Zarqawi and other
AQI leaders used this aggressive strategy to spark
and fuel sectarian conflict, terrorize opponents, and
exhaust the US-led military coalition.

(U) ISIS leaders, buoyed by victories in Iraq and
Syria, moved quickly to claim leadership of the global
jihadist movement. After the fall of Mosul, Iraq, in
2014, Baghdadi declared himself leader of a worldwide
caliphate and urged supporters to pledge allegiance to
the group and strike its enemies. ISIS’s message and
battlefield successes attracted thousands of foreign
extremists to Iraq and Syria, who used their language
skills and connections to extend the group’s influence
and operations globally.

• (U//FOUO) AQI’s approach, particularly its
high-profile attacks against civilians, quickly
raised concerns among al-Qa‘ida leaders. In 2005,
al-Qa‘ida amir Ayman al-Zawahiri cautioned
Zarqawi against such operations for fear of
tarnishing al-Qa‘ida’s reputation and impeding
the group’s ability to attract public support. By
2011, coalition CT operations, pressure from local
security forces, and Iraqis’ public abhorrence at
AQI’s tactics had significantly degraded the group.

• (U//FOUO) ISIS maintained the strategy on
which AQI rose to prominence—high-profile,
mass-casualty attacks and graphic media
campaigns—in external operations now focused
on targets in the West. During 2014-16, the
group conducted attacks in Paris and Belgium,
targeted religious minorities in Libya and
Yemen, and bombed a Russian airliner in Egypt.
ISIS often accompanied these operations with
gruesome media products that trumpeted the
group’s strength.

(U//FOUO) In 2011, several events coalesced to
provide AQI and its new leader, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi,
with opportunities to reverse the group’s decline: the
withdrawal of international forces from Iraq, Sunni
political protests against the Shia-led government
in Baghdad, and the Syrian civil war. AQI moved to
exploit the conflict in Syria by covertly forming the
Nusrah Front to wage an insurgent campaign against
Syrian President Bashir al-Asad’s regime and other
opponents that had no apparent ties to al-Qa‘ida.
Baghdadi waged that hiding the Nusrah Front’s
association with al-Qa‘ida would minimize CT attention.

• (U//FOUO) As AQI resurged in Iraq and took
hold in Syria, mounting disagreements with
al-Qa‘ida about strategy and tactics weakened the
relationship between the two. In 2013, Baghdadi
publicly declared that AQI would be ISIS going
forward and that he had authority over the Nusrah
Front, drawing a harsh rebuke from Zawahiri and
dissolving ties between the two groups soon after.

• (U//FOUO) ISIS also called on individual extremists
in the West to conduct attacks using readily
available weapons or tools, in line with the group’s
efforts to terrorize civilian populations. Since 2015,
dozens of individuals around the globe—including
several in the US—have conducted attacks on their
own in response to these calls, although the rate
of these attacks has declined in recent years.
(U//FOUO) Al-Qa‘ida and ISIS remain ideological

rivals, engaging in a war of words that periodically
erupts in violent clashes between regional elements.
Despite sharing ideological goals and mutual
adversaries, the groups differ in strategic approach
and in the basis on which they claim authority over
the movement, hindering potential reconciliation or
strategic cooperation. These differences have been less
salient in the West, where violent extremists without
direct ties to either group have often cited inspiration
from both to justify attacks.
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(U//FOUO)

EVOLUTION

OF THE US-BASED, FTO-LINKED THREAT SINCE 9/11

T

(U//FOUO)

his graphic examines how Homeland plotting, foreign travel, and consumption of terrorist
messaging by US-based violent extremists inspired by al-Qa‘ida and ISIS have evolved in four
distinct phases since 9/11. We assess that Homeland plotting shifted primarily from in-person
networks motivated by local radicalizers in 2001 to 2008 to self-starting violent extremists
inspired by overseas ideologues, online radicalizers, and English-language magazines in 2009 to 2012.
The Homeland threat then transitioned from ISIS’s messaging and declaration of a caliphate, inspiring
an increase in plotting from 2013 to 2016 to a smaller number of violent extremists from 2017 to July
2021 seeking to conduct attacks on behalf of ISIS, al-Qa‘ida, and their affiliates despite these groups’
losses overseas because of CT pressure. US-based violent extremists continue to be arrested for plotting
attacks, trying to join FTOs, and attempting to provide material support to FTOs.

• (U//FOUO) Most plots involve self-starting violent
extremists who act independently but receive
inspiration from overseas English-speaking ideologues
and English-language messaging promoting
“individual jihad”

2001-08

EXAMPLE

• (U//FOUO) Plotters target government and military
buildings and civilian targets, such as religious
buildings, frequently using explosives or firearms
(U) During the period of 2006-09, US person Daniel
Patrick Boyd—subsequently convicted on terrorism
charges—radicalizes several North Carolina–based youths,
assists with their travel overseas, and orchestrates a
disrupted plot to attack Marine Corps Base Quantico

(U) TRAVEL TO CONFLICT ZONES

• (U//FOUO) Local radicalizers help US violent
extremists conduct sporadic overseas travel to various
destinations; some radicalizers offer training to prepare
recruits for terrorist training camps
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in New York state—with the help of now-deceased US
person Kamal Derwish, travel to an Afghanistan
training camp where some meet Usama Bin Ladin

(U) CONSUMPTION OF TERRORIST MESSAGING

• (U//FOUO) Some US violent extremists find inspiration
online because of a dramatic increase in the availability
of online violent extremist messaging and forums; only a
small portion of content is in English, limiting the impact
• (U//FOUO) Al-Qa‘ida periodically releases video and
audio statements of its senior leaders that probably
does not appeal to many US-based violent extremists,
given their inconsistent release, poor production
values, and predominant use of Arabic
(U) A 2006 al-Qa‘ida video featuring now-deceased US

person Adam Gadahn is one of the group’s earliest attempts
to inspire US-based individuals to support the
group by using an American speaking in English

• (U//FOUO) Many plotters seek to attack military
personnel, and their plots are infiltrated in the initial
stages by law enforcement

EXAMPLE

• (U//FOUO) Plotting typically occurrs among small
groups of individuals who train together for attacks

(U) The “Lackawanna Six”—six Yemeni-Americans living

EXAMPLE

• (U//FOUO) US violent extremists typically radicalize
through in-person interaction, often because of
the influence of local radicalizers who encouraged
mobilization under the guise of religious instruction;
very few websites are devoted to English-language
pro-FTO content

• (U//FOUO) Social networking websites and forums
enable dispersed US violent extremists to establish
relationships and share terrorist messaging

EXAMPLE

(U) HOMELAND ATTACK CHARACTERISTICS

• (U//FOUO) US violent extremists, once overseas,
participate in FTO camps that offer physical fitness,
firearms, and explosives training

(U) ) US person Mohamed Osman Mohamud—convicted
for plotting in 2010 against a Christmas tree ceremony in
Oregon—is motivated, in part, to attack after consuming and
creating online violent extremist messaging

(U) CONSUMPTION OF TERRORIST MESSAGING

• (U//FOUO) A handful of charismatic, overseas
ideologues become prominent using colloquial
language and Western experiences to provide
justifications for violence
• (U//FOUO) AQAP’s online English-language Inspire
magazine uses slick production to popularize the
concept of “individual jihad”
• (U//FOUO) Some media-savvy US violent extremists use
online platforms to create original messaging, gaining a
following despite lacking scholarly credentials
(U) In 2009 and 2010, now-deceased US person Anwar

(U) TRAVEL TO CONFLICT ZONES

• (U//FOUO) US violent extremists seek to travel to a
variety of overseas locations that appeal to them or
are accessible

al-Aulaqi publishes influential essays and audio
statements calling for Muslims in the West to participate
in violence and praising the Fort Hood shooting

EXAMPLE

(U) HOMELAND ATTACK CHARACTERISTICS

(U) US person Faisal Shahzad, who is later convicted on
terrorism charges, uses his personal connections to
receive training at a camp in Pakistan from Tehrik-e
Taliban Pakistan, which he uses to try to detonate a
bomb in New York City’s Times Square in May 2010

EXAMPLE

2009-12

• (U//FOUO) A growing number of US violent extremists
travel to join an FTO; a few serve as overseas recruiters
or are directed to return to the United States to
plot attacks
• (U//FOUO) US violent extremists generally travel on
their own and join FTOs without guidance from
local radicalizers
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• (U//FOUO) Successful attackers typically practice strong
operational security, generally attack civilian targets,
and are inspired by a combination of violent extremist
ideologues and personal factors

• (U//FOUO) Communication platforms incorporating
end-to-end encryption and social media hinder the
ability of law enforcement to detect and monitor US
violent extremists who need less in-person interaction
when plotting attacks
(U//FOUO) US violent extremists derive inspiration from
current and past sources, such as ISIS’s videos and
Rumiyah magazine, AQAP’s Inspire magazine, and
lectures by Aulaqi

• (U//FOUO) Although the number of Homeland attacks
and casualties decrease from its peak in 2015 to 2016,
attacks and plots remain a persistent concern, with
at least 12 successful attacks and about three dozen
disrupted plots.
• (U//FOUO) Attackers use a variety of
weapons—including edged weapons, explosives,
firearms, and vehicles—against a diverse set of targets
and are influenced by a combination of FTOs, violent
extremist ideologues, and personal factors
(U) In October 2017, US person Sayfullo Saipov allegedly
drives a truck into a bike path in New York City, hitting and
killing pedestrians, mirroring guidance featured in a 2016
ISIS publication; he is awaiting trial

(U) TRAVEL TO CONFLICT ZONES

• (U//FOUO) US violent extremists travel to Syria in
increasing numbers in 2014; many draw inspiration
from ISIS’s English-language messaging after the
group’s caliphate declaration
• (U//FOUO) Fewer US persons travel or try to travel after
mid-2015, probably because of Turkey’s increased
border security, arrests in the United States, and
ISIS’s encouragement that supporters commit attacks
at home
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EXAMPLE

• (U//FOUO) A small number of US violent extremists
continue to conduct and plot attacks despite greatly
diminished guidance from overseas violent extremists
and little new official FTO messaging

(U) US person Ahmad Elshazly, who was arrested in
December 2019 for allegedly trying to join ISIS in Syria,
says ISIS required supporters to travel to its territory if
possible and that he needed to leave “before I lose my
chance”; he is awaiting trial

(U) CONSUMPTION OF TERRORIST MESSAGING

• (U//FOUO) US violent extremists continue to rely on
historical ISIS and al-Qa‘ida media products, and
several provide valuable support to unofficial pro-ISIS
and pro–al-Qa‘ida media efforts
• (U//FOUO) US violent extremists increasingly seek
out like-minded individuals to form short-lived
English-speaking online communities, which they use
to discuss attack plotting and travel aspirations and to
reinforce violent extremist ideology
(U//FOUO) ISIS has not published a new issue of the
English-language magazine Rumiyah since September
2017, and AQAP has not released a full issue of Inspire
magazine since August 2017; AQAP releases an
English-language version of Inspire Guide in June 2021 .

EXAMPLE

• (U//FOUO) A persistent stream of English-language
messaging released by ISIS, its supporters, and other
FTOs reach larger audiences and facilitate more virtual
peer-to-peer interaction

(U) The now-deceased San Bernardino, California, shooters
post allegiance to ISIS on Facebook immediately after
conducting their attack in December 2015 against a
target of personal significance

(U) HOMELAND ATTACK CHARACTERISTICS

(U) CONSUMPTION OF TERRORIST MESSAGING

• (U//FOUO) Plotting further intensifies in 2015 as
Syria-based ISIS members give guidance to potential
US-based operatives through social media and
encrypted messaging applications

EXAMPLE

EXAMPLE

• (U//FOUO) US violent extremists are galvanized by
ISIS’s announcement of a caliphate in mid-2014 and its
persistent calls to conduct attacks in the West, which
contribute to an increase in Homeland plotting

(U) In August 2015, now-convicted Mississippi-based
US persons Jaelyn Young and Muhammad Dakhlalla
unsuccessfully try to travel to Syria to raise children
and provide medical and computer expertise to ISIS

EXAMPLE

(U) HOMELAND ATTACK CHARACTERISTICS

2017-JULY 2021
EXAMPLE

2013-16

(U) TRAVEL TO CONFLICT ZONES

• (U//FOUO) US violent extremists’ attempted travel
overseas to join FTOs to support their operations
decreases, and all identified travelers are disrupted
• (U//FOUO) Although ISIS deemphasizes travel to Iraq
and Syria in its official messaging, ISIS’s historical
messaging that promoted its caliphate continued to
influence a small number of US violent extremists to
join the group
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